





Services

STARTUPS
MVP DevelopmentSaaS DevelopmentProduct WorkshopUX/UI Product DesignWeb DevelopmentMobile Development

SCALE-UPS
Dedicated TeamsNode.js DevelopmentReact DevelopmentReact Native DevelopmentJava DevelopmentFlutter Development

ENTERPRISES
Modern Data PlatformCloud & DevOpsKubernetes ConsultingBusiness Processes Automation with
Camunda PlatformStaff Augmentation





Expertise

Location-based Services
Want to build an app based on maps or optimize your current solution?
Logistics Software DevelopmentMobility (MaaS) DevelopmentGIS ServicesGeospatial MappingSpatial Data VisualizationOpenStreetMap ConsultingMapbox Consulting

Chat app development
Want to build scalable chat and messaging apps?
Chat App Development

Video streaming app development
Want to build scalable video streaming apps or systems?
Video Streaming Development





ClientsResourcesBlogAbout UsCareerContact Us
Estimate my project













[image: ][image: ]Design, automate and improve your business processes with Camunda Platform
Schedule a free consultation
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We can train your employees  and
implement Camunda in your organization

Having provided support to a number of banks and government institutions,
we know what we're doing.
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Ensure that your existing systems are integrated, monitored, and optimized.

[image: ][image: ]
[image: ]Workflow automation
Streamline your workflow by automating the task assignment process

[image: ]Microservices management
Orchestrate microservices and monitor business processes

[image: ]RPA bots management
Increase the efficiency of your RPA bots and reduce their maintenance costs






Universal Process Orchestrator

The future of process automation for digital enterprises

[image: ]
Design & Connect
Automate & Monitor
Improve & Optimize
[image: ]
[image: ]Watch how Camunda works
Book a free expert session




Why our partners choose Camunda Platform?

[image: ]Increase customer satisfaction
Optimize your business operations by automating your workflows and delivering a world-class customer experience.


[image: ]Reduce operational costs
Minimize errors, reduce manual work, and optimize processes. Accelerate project delivery to achieve your business goals.


[image: ]Make your organization more agile
With deep insights into the performance of your business processes, you will be able to respond rapidly to market needs.


[image: ]Enable end-to-end orchestration
Ensure that different technologies, systems, infrastructures and types of work are fully integrated into your business processes.


[image: ]Benefit from its open architecture
With a scalable and easy-to-integrate platform, you will be able to meet your specific business needs in a way that closed BPM suites cannot.


[image: ]Facilitate business and IT collaboration
Shorten your development cycles by enabling clear communication between your business and product teams.







[image: ][image: ]WATCH
See how we reduced
operational costs for Trans.eu

through implementing Camunda Platform






WATCH





How to kick off your Camunda
implementation project?

[image: ]Step 1: Scoping session
Upon completion of the workshop, you will have a detailed overview of your business processes in BPMN 2.0 notation, a scope of work that must be completed and a Camunda licensing plan tailored to your specific needs.


[image: ][image: ]Step 2: PoC implementation
In order to ensure high ROI and probability of success, we provide experience-based recommendations for the selection of an appropriate process for your PoC and detailed implementation plan.







Testimonial


What our clients are saying
[image: ][image: ]

"RST has given us a stable, modern system that grows with us. With a partner like this, we are well-equipped to keep meeting our customers’ needs and setting the bar for digital development of the TSL industry."
[image: ]Bogdan Kosturek
CTO, Trans.eu














"RST has given us a stable, modern system that grows with us. With a partner like this, we are well-equipped to keep meeting our customers’ needs and setting the bar for digital development of the TSL industry."
[image: ]Bogdan Kosturek
CTO, Trans.eu



"RST Software delivered both on schedule and within the budget. They provided us with an excellent product and quality project management from start to end."
[image: ]Frederik Pedersen
CTO, EasyTranslate



"I am a super fan of RST and their AdminJS. When we developed and launched TRASH for Artists, it helped my company to get acquired by VSCO. I then continued to work with the RST team on a VSCO-led project."
[image: ]Geneviève Patterson
CTO & Co-Founder, Trash



"No problem was too big for them to solve. We have launched the app and gathered positive reviews as well as got selected to be featured on both Google Play and App Store."
[image: ]Alexander Vlassopulos
CEO & Founder, Kitche



"RST team gets involved with a project and provides insightful feedback to make the best product possible. In the first two weeks of launch, 50,000 users downloaded the app."
[image: ]Tor Ivar Vage
Owner, InfoGym










Camunda case studies

Allianz
Business process automation
in the insurance industry
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Download






Bank11
Business process automation
in banking and finance industry
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Download






Zalando
Implementation of Camunda Platform at Zalando

[image: ]
Download












Our proof-of-experience

Partnerships

[image: ]Official AWS
consulting partner
You can accelerate your journey to become a cloud-native business through our cloud advisory services, helping you pick the right cloud toolset for your industry.

[image: ]

[image: ]Poland's first
Platinum partner
As a Platinum partner, we provide you with access to the resources and expertise of one of the largest workflow automation companies.

[image: ]


[image: ]Certified cloud architects and developers

Our development teams have successfully reached some of the highest certification levels and are involved in building both enterprise-scale cloud solutions as well as powering fast-growing international startups.


[image: ]Fastest growing Polish company

In recognition of our outstanding financial results and growth, Forbes magazine recognized us as one of Poland's fastest growing companies.
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Want to build your product with us?
We’ve delivered over 100 international projects and are
always happy to help!
Book a free consultation
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More services from RST Software




[image: ]Web Development


Achieve your business goals with future-proof products built using cutting-edge technologies.


[image: ]UX/UI Product Design


Create delightful and successful applications with seasoned product designers.


[image: ]Location-based services


Leverage the power of location-aware solutions for tailor-made services.



[image: ]mobile development


Offer engaging and usable mobile applications that drive business growth.


[image: ]Cloud & DevOps


Expand your digital solution and team capabilities with simplified cloud workflows.


[image: ]Process Automation


Increase business efficiency with tailor-made process automation services.







	

	









More about #ProcessAutomation on our blog
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Category
•
Process Automation

Camunda 7 vs Camunda 8 - key differences and considerations before migration
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Category
•
Process Automation

Business process improvement (BPI): eliminate bottlenecks and boost efficiency
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Category
•
Process Automation

Continuous process improvement (CPI): eradicating process inefficiencies
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Category
•
Process Automation

Business process reengineering (BPR) – increasing profits through process efficiency
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Category
•
Process Automation

Process mining explained
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Category
•
Process Automation

Introduction to hyperautomation, its benefits and best practices
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Category
•
Process Automation

Simplify the management of your APIs with API orchestration
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Category
•
Process Automation

What is Intelligent Process Automation (IPA)?
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Category
•
Process Automation

Introduction to business process orchestration maturity model
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Category
•
Process Automation

What is business process orchestration, and when to use it?
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Category
•
Process Automation

What is BPMN? How does it help developers and businesspeople to cooperate?
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Category
•
Process Automation

Using Camunda BPM integration for business process automation
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Category
•
Process Automation

Digital transformation in a nutshell
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Category
•
Process Automation

Business Process Automation – How to begin and what tools to use?
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Category
•
Process Automation

Camunda Community vs Enterprise - which version to choose?
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5.0
[image: ]
The solution is integral to daily factory operations, and the team’s services have enhanced the quality of internal stakeholders’ work. RST Software collaborated efficiently to produce deliverables on time. Customers can expect a responsible team.

Specialist of Metrology in the QA Dept.
Electrolux Poland



5.0
[image: ]
RST Software delivered the products on time, within budget, and with exceptional project management. They are praised for their collaborative, agile MVP-driven approach, and for understanding when to make autonomous decisions or request guidance.

CTO
EasyTranslate



5.0
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RST Software communicated well and completed projects on time even when schedules changed unexpectedly. Upper management was personally involved in the entire process. The team understood startup challenges and met those difficulties with a creative, fluid development style.

CTO
El Grocer



5.0
[image: ]
Unlike other firms, RST Software gets involved with a project and provides insightful feedback to make the best product possible. In the first two weeks of launch, 50,000 users downloaded the app. High-quality work resulted in another project with them.

Owner
InfoGym



5.0
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RST Software maintains consistent and daily communication, efficiently sourcing and managing their tech team. Their work is high quality and meets expectations, fitting well into the overall project.

Head of Engineering
City Pantry



5.0
[image: ]
The app was delivered ahead of schedule, which pleased both the client and end-users. Communicative and professional, RST Software collaborated with an internal resource and provided attentive customer service. Their responsiveness and transparency were especially noteworthy.

CEO
Syz AG Informatik



5.0
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RST Software developed all the technical components of a platform that recently secured a net promoter score (NPS) of 10 based on user surveys. Their consistently strong cooperation and communication skills have been key to success.

International Business Development Leader
Trans.eu Group



5.0
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Communicative and technically experienced, RST Software excels at building engagements from the ground up with minimal delays. Their focus on code stability is exceptional and their work has been the foundation for us to go into the market.

CEO
TERP



5.0
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RST Software displayed expert listening skills and seamlessly adapted to internal processes. The team quickly established rapport with stakeholders and maintained a diligent, responsive business relationship throughout the project.

Owner
IPTech



5.0
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No problem was too big for them to solve. We have launched the app and gathered positive reviews as well as got selected to be featured on both Google Play and App Store.

Founder
Kitche Limited



5.0
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The developed system has helped the company reduce the number of unnecessary work and focus on more important issues. It has also provided seamless online transactions and management for customers.

Product Owner
Transcash



5.0
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The client has earned thousands of dollars worth of NFTs. The team uses Slack, Figma, and GitHub for both communication and project management. So far, the client is satisfied with the ongoing partnership with RST Software and their use of cutting-edge technologies.

Head of Applied Research
VSCO



5.0
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RST Software is able to successfully deliver their tasks in quick succession thanks to their fast-paced process and vast experience using the platform. The team is highly responsive and internal stakeholders are particularly impressed with their thorough and knowledgeable approach.

Co-Founder & CEO
Jump.co
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Footer
Services
Location-Based ServicesMVP DevelopmentSaaS DevelopmentMobility (MaaS) Apps DevelopmentLogistics Software DevelopmentGeospatial MappingSpatial Data VisualizationOpenStreetMap ConsultingMapbox ConsultingIT Staff AugmentationVideo Streaming App DevelopmentChat App DevelopmentProduct WorkshopUX/UI & Product DesignWeb DevelopmentMobile DevelopmentCloud & DevOpsKubernetes ConsultingBusiness Process AutomationReact.js DevelopmentReact Native DevelopmentNode.js DevelopmentFlutter DevelopmentModern Data Platform

Portfolio
Trans.eu Case StudyCarFellows Case StudySkyHome Case StudyBussr Case StudyEasyTranslate Case StudyTrash Case StudyKitche Case StudyVSCO Case StudyBaikingu Case StudyAlvius Case StudyCity Pantry Case Studybolttech Case StudyMultytude Case StudyBetterTaxi Case StudyAlphabet Case StudySon of a Tailor Case StudyKlar Case StudyClara Case StudySYZ AG Case StudyelGrocer Case StudyInfoGym Case StudyRWS Group Case StudyTranscash Case Study

eBooks
•
How to create a location-based startup without breaking the bank?•
How to build products that sell?•
Transitioning from a monolith to microservices•
How to build a location-based application using OpenStreetMap•
How to build a real-time chat app and outperform your competition

Blog
Location-Based ServicesChat Apps DevelopmentMedia Apps DevelopmentCEO CornerCTO CornerWeb DevelopmentMobile DevelopmentProcess AutomationCloud & DevOpsRST LifestyleProduct Design

About us
About RST SoftwareWork at RSTProfessional Growth at RSTRST Culture Book

open-source
AdminJSEventrixBetterDocsRST GitHub










You need tech expertise.
We’re here to provide it.
RST Team











We are the part of





WROCŁAW - HQ
ul. Racławicka 2-4
53-146 Wrocław
Poland

hi@rst.software


ŚWIDNICA
ul. Esperantystów 17
58-100 Świdnica
Poland

hi@rst.software


JOIN US
Work with us
rekrutacja@rst.com.pl

Join us
COMPLIANCE
Information Note of the Personal
Data AdministratorCookies PolicyPrivacy Policy
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